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Abstract: Obtaining an ECoG signal requires an invasive procedure in which brain activity is recorded 

from the cortical surface. In contrast, obtaining EEG recordings requires the non-invasive procedure of 

recording the brain activity from the scalp surface, which allows EEG recordings to be performed more 

easily on healthy humans. In this work, a technique previously used to study spatial-temporal patterns of 

brain activity on animal ECoG was adapted for use on EEG. The main issues are centered on solving the 

problems introduced by the increment on the interelectrode distance and the procedure to detect stable 

frames. The results showed that spatial patterns of beta and gamma activity can also be extracted from the 

EEG signal by using stables frames as time markers for feature extraction. This adapted technique makes 

it possible to take advantage of the cognitive and phenomenological awareness of a normal healthy 

subject. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Today there is increasing evidence that brain dynamics is self-organizing and scale-free  (Freeman 2004a; 

Freeman 2004b; Freeman 2007a; Freeman 2007c, Fingelkurts and Fingelkurts 2001, Fingelkurts and 

Fingelkurts 2004, Stam et al. 2003). Several different techniques are currently used in order to describe 

brain activity on different scales: multiple spike activity (MSA) to describe microscopic activity, local 

field potentials (LFP) and electrocorticograms (ECoG) for mesoscopic activity, and 

electroencephalograms (EEG) and brain imaging (MEG and fMRI) for macroscopic activity. The action-

perception cycle has been defined as the circular sequence from microscopic activity, which is evoked by 

receptor input from sensation, to macroscopic activity in concept formation and the reverse process 

dominates in motor cortices (Freeman 2007b; Freeman 2007a; Freeman 2007c). In both cases, there are 

intermediate integration—differentiation processes on the mesoscopic scale that frequently yield ECoG 

spatial-temporal patterns with chaotic carrier waves in the beta or gamma range. These patterns are 

modulations in amplitude (AM) and phase (PM) (Freeman and Van Dijk 1987; Freeman and Barrie 2000; 

Ohl et al. 2000; Freeman and Burke 2003; Freeman et al. 2003; Freeman et al. 2006b; Freeman et al. 

2006a). 
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Spatial-temporal patterns of ECoG signals have been classified with respect to conditioned stimuli 

(Freeman and Barrie 2000; Freeman 2003; Freeman 2005; Freeman et al. 2006b; Freeman et al. 2006a, 

Lehmann et al. 1998). These patterns are described as stable frames with carrier frequencies in the beta or 

gamma bands that recur at similar rates in the theta or alpha bands (Freeman 2006, Fingelkurts and 

Fingelkurts 2001, Fingelkurts and Fingelkurts 2004). They emerge after sudden jumps in cortical activity 

called state transition (Freeman 2004a; Freeman 2006). Phase modulation (PM) patterns have a radial 

symmetry similar to that of a cone. The apex marks the nucleation site of the AM patterns. AM patterns 

classified with respect to conditioned stimulus have been localized using the pragmatic information index 

(Freeman 2005; Freeman 2006; Freeman 2007a) and identified with chaotic phase transitions (Kozma and 

Freeman 2002). 

Thus far ECoG recording has been used to study spatial-temporal patterns at the mesoscopic scale of 

brain electrical activity that is recorded directly from the cortical surface.  On the one hand, it is an 

invasive procedure, and surgery is necessary in order to fix or remove the electrode array to or from the 

brain cortex. This procedure is commonly used with animals and occasionally with humans who have 

brain diseases that require surgery or are victims of global paralysis (Hinterberger et al. 2003). On the 

other hand, EEG recording is a procedure in which electrical activity is recorded from the surface of the 

scalp through metal electrodes (Niedermeyer and Lopes da Silva 2005). This is a completely non-invasive 

procedure that can be applied repeatedly to patients, normal adults and children with virtually no risk or 

limitation. Consequently, it is a research interest to adapt the techniques of ECoG to EEG in order to more 

easily detect and classify spatial-temporal patterns of brain activity. 

In this paper, an EEG database that was previously used to study Event Related Potentials (ERP) 

(Begleiter et al. 1995; Zhang et al. 1995; Zhang et al. 1997) was employed to analyze the EEG from 

experiments trial by trial and detect spatial amplitude patterns in EEG activity. Subjects had engaged in 

an object recognition task during the EEG recordings (Zhang et al. 1995; Zhang et al. 1997). Similar 

methods previously used to localize and classify AM patterns in ECoG (Barrie et al. 1996; Kozma and 

Freeman 2002; Freeman 2004b; Freeman et al. 2006b, Ruiz et al. 2007) were applied to EEG. Owing to 

the well known differences in scale and resolution between ECoG and EEG, adjustments in the technique 

to identify stable frames and estimated frame gradient were necessary to make this method suitable for 

use with EEG signals. Stable frames were used as time markers to extract high dimensional feature 

vectors. A multidimensional scaling technique of nonlinear mapping was applied to produce 2-D 

visualization and to reduce the dimension of the feature vectors (Sammon 1969; Freeman 2005; Freeman 

2006). Classification of these vectors was done using the Back-Propagation (BP) neural network. 

Frames obtained from the EEG recording had similar characteristics and parameters as frames obtained 

from ECoG (Freeman 2004b; Freeman et al. 2006b). The mean level of classification for EEG was 

comparable to that for ECoG, higher than 75%, which shows for the first time that, owing to the scale-

free properties of brain activity, these techniques adapted from ECoG can be employed to extract useful 

information noninvasively from scalp EEG.  

 

DATA SELECTION AND PREPROCESSING 

 

The data used in this work were available from Lester Ingber (Ingber, 1999). The data consist of a set of 

measurements from 64 electrodes placed on a scalp at standard sites (AEA 1990) as shown in Fig. 1. The 

sample rate was 256 Hz and the signal duration was 1 second. All scalp electrodes were referred to as Cz. 

The signals were amplified with a gain of 10,000 by Ep-A2 amplifiers with a band pass between 0.02 and 

50 Hz, and recorded on a Concurrent 55/50 computer. Trials with excessive eye and body movements 

(>73.3 uV) were rejected on-line. 
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Figure 1: Location of the 64-electrode array. For these experiments, a subset of 35 electrodes was selected (black dots). 

 

A set of figures from the Snodgrass and Vanderwart picture set were chosen as stimuli (Snodgrass and 

Vanderwart 1980). During the experiments, each subject was exposed to either a single stimulus (S1) to 

become familiar with the figures, or to two stimuli (S1 and S2) in order to perform a recognition task. The 

two stimuli were displayed in either a matched condition (S1 was identical to S2) or in a non-matched 

condition (S1 differed from S2).The subject’s task was to decide whether or not the second picture (S2) 

was identical to the first stimulus (S1). After the presentation of S2 on each trial, the subjects were asked 

to press a mouse button in one hand if S2 matched S1 and to press a mouse button in the other hand if S2 

differed from S1. All figures selected as stimulus represented a different concrete object and were easily 

identifiable. The stimuli were presented on a white background at the center of a computer monitor. The 

picture size ranged from 5~10 cm in high and 5~10 cm in wide, and they were displayed for 300 ms.    

The database consists of recordings from two groups: alcoholic subjects and control subjects (with no 

symptoms of alcoholism or other diseases). In this work, in order to have normal EEG to use for analysis, 

only recordings from the control subjects were used to carry out the experiments. 

Recordings from each control subject were visually inspected to select an appropriate set of recordings for 

analysis. All subjects with fewer than 20 trials per stimuli or more than 3 noisy channels were rejected; a 

total of 14 subjects were finally selected. With the aim of avoiding electromyographic noise, an array of 

35 electrodes, which mainly consisted of the frontoparietal electrodes, were selected (Fig. 1). 

The raw EEG data was visually inspected, and bad channels were replaced by the mean of the adjacent 

channels. The signals were then demeaned and normalized (Freeman 2005). The temporal power spectral 

density (PSD) was estimated for each channel and then averaged for each trial and subject. A temporal 

band pass filter was applied to select the frequency range of interest (Freeman 2004a; Freeman 2004b; 

Freeman 2005; Freeman 2006) prior to the application of the Hilbert Transform (HT).  

 

AM PATTERNS LOCATION 

 

The Hilbert Transform was used to obtain the analytic amplitude and analytic phase of the EEG signals 

(Barlow 1993; Freeman 2004a; Freeman 2004b). The analytic phase was used to calculate the parameters 

of instantaneous frequency and instantaneous gradient. These parameters were used to detect stable 

frames and estimate the other parameters of frames (Freeman 2004b; Freeman et al. 2006b; Freeman et 

al. 2006a). AM patterns were observed during the time samples turned out by stable frames. The feature 

vectors were selected as the ―rms‖ values of the analytic amplitude within stable frames on the 35 

electrodes. The 35 dimensional features were then transformed to a two-dimensional feature vector using 

Sammon maps (Sammon 1969; Freeman 2005; Freeman 2006).  

 

Detecting stable frames  
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Cone fitting or spatial-temporal covariance methods to detect frames have been used in the past with 

similar results (Freeman 2004b; Freeman et al. 2006b; Ruiz et al. 2007). Thus, using the spatial-temporal 

covariance method, thresholds for analytic phase covariance (te1) and analytic amplitude covariance (te2) 

were set. A time sample phase was selected as a frame candidate only if the analytic phase covariance 

was lower than te1, the analytic amplitude covariance was higher than te2, the sign of the instantaneous 

gradient did not change from one sample to next, and the instantaneous frequency was within the 

temporal band used.  

Between the time points that frame candidates were detected, frame frequency and gradient were 

calculated by Eq 1 & 2: 
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where n was the number of time steps across which a stable frame had been defined, wi was the 

instantaneous frequency and γ was the instantaneous gradient. Other parameters, such as frame phase 

velocity and frame diameter (see Eq 3 & 4), were derived from these equations (Freeman 2004b; Freeman 

et al. 2006b). The frame rate was defined as the inverse of the time lapse between successive starting 

points of stable frames, and the duration was given by the number of digitizing over which the stable 

frame was detected. 
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After that, supplemental anatomical and physiological evaluations were made of the acceptable parameter 

rank in order to exclude spurious frames from the analysis. The phase velocity had to be within the range 

of conduction velocities of cortical axons (1-10 m/s), frame duration should have been more than 15 ms 

on the beta band or 10 ms on the gamma band, and frame diameter had to be smaller than the width of the 

cerebrum, 200 mm (Freeman 2004b; Freeman et al. 2006b).  

 

Estimating instantaneous frequency and gradient  

 

Instantaneous frequency, or the rate of change in phase with time (Hz), was estimated as the successive 

differences of the unwrapped analytic phase divided by the digitizing step (Freeman 2004b; Freeman et 

al. 2006a; Freeman et al. 2006b). This parameter is not interelectrode distance dependent.  

On the other hand, instantaneous gradient, the rate of change in phase with distance (rad/mm), is 

interelectrode distance dependent. The interelectrode distance in previous work was in the order of 3 mm 

(Barrie, Freeman et al. 1996; Freeman et al. 2006a; Freeman et al. 2006b). For EEG, the interelectrode 

distance was increased to the order of 3 cm (Zhang et al. 1995), but the analytic phase values are between 

–pi and pi in both cases (Barlow 1993). The analytic phase differences are lower than 2pi radian 

regardless of whether the interelectrode distance measures in millimeters, centimeters, or meters. Also, 

within the time period that the stable frames shows up, the phase should be smooth and with little change 

from one electrode to another and from one time sample to the next, which produces very low analytic 

phase differences.  
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For EcoG, cone fitting was normally used to estimate the instantaneous gradient (Freeman and Barrie 

2000; Freeman and Rogers 2003; Freeman 2004b; Freeman et al. 2006a; Freeman et al. 2006b), but it is a 

highly time-consuming method and has technical constraints that make it difficult to apply to EEG signals 

(Freeman 2004b; Freeman et al. 2006a). In (Ruiz et al. 2007), a new method to estimate the instantaneous 

gradient was presented. In this method, the instantaneous gradient was estimated as the slope (m) of the 

line fitted to the differences between every analytic phase value and the other phase values for each 

interelectrode distance (see Fig. 2a). The results obtained were similar to the results produced by the cone 

fitting method (Ruiz et al. 2007). 

 
(a)    (b) 

Figure 2: Gradients (rad/mm) were estimated as the slope of the line (blue/dark) fitted to the difference between every 

analytic phase value and the other phase values for each interelectrode distance (green/light): a) 64 channels of ECoG, 

and b) 35 channels of EEG. Due to the increase of interelectrode distance, the gradient of the EEG signal was very low, 

which caused frame velocity to be out of the range of conduction velocity for the cortex. This example is from a signal 

filtered on the beta range, 12-30 Hz. 

 

The slope of one line is the relation between the variation in the Y axis (phase difference) and X axis 

(interelectrode distance) for two points. Due to the increase of interelectrode distance, the gradient values 

for EEG were drastically reduced, even though the phase differences between electrodes had increased 

(see Fig. 2). Gradient values estimated by this method induced frame velocities higher than 150 m/s, and 

after physiological criterion for frame detection were applied (Freeman 2004b; Freeman et al. 2006b; 

Freeman et al. 2006a), no stable frames were detected. For that reason, some changes in the gradient 

estimation method were made. The global instantaneous gradient was estimated as the slope of the line 

between the points of minima and maxima phase for each time sample (see Fig. 3). Using this method to 

estimate the gradient frame velocity was within the range of conduction velocity for the cortex, 10 m/s.  

  
Figure 3: A global gradient (rad/mm) index was estimated for EEG signals as the slope of the line between the points of 

minima and maxima phase for each time sample. This example is from a signal filtered on the beta range, 12-30 Hz. 

 

CLASSIFICATION PROCESS 

 

Two classes were defined to carry out the classification process. Single stimulus presentation was defined 

as class1 and two stimuli presentation as class2. Class2 presentations can be in a matched condition (first 
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stimulus identical to second stimulus) or in a non-matched condition (first stimulus different from second 

stimulus).  

The Sammon map iteratively mapped the location of points defined from a high-dimensional space (here 

35) to low-dimensional space (here 2), preserving the relative distances between points (Sammon 1969; 

Freeman 2005; Freeman 2006). After mapping, the feature vectors were labeled for graphic display and 

classification. BP networks were used to perform the classification. 

Two-layer BP networks were used on linearly separable problems. Alternatively, if the problem required 

a boundary region other than a line, a three-layer BP was used to define it (Duda et al. 2000; 

MATLAB®). Two-layer BP and three-layer BP were used for classification (see Fig. 4). The training set 

consisted of 6 trials per class, and the test set conformed in all trials. The number of neurons on the 

hidden layer varied from 3 to 7, and the best performance was achieved with 5 neurons.  

 
Figure 4: Two-layer and three-layer BP networks were used in classification. The first was used on linearly separable 

problems and the second on non-linearly separable problems. 

 

RESULTS  

 

The EEG signals were band pass filtered between 0.02 Hz and 50 Hz during the recording process, and 

for that reason, only the frequencies between 4 to 50 Hz were analyzed. Figure 5 shows an example of 

PSD displayed in log-log coordinates. PSD revealed a 1/f
α
 form with upward deviations from a straight 

line in the frequency range from 10 to 45 Hz, and α varied from -1 to -3 (Freeman 2004a; Freeman et al. 

2006b). 

Frequencies from 12 Hz to 30 Hz (beta band) and 30 Hz to 45 Hz (low gamma) were used as the temporal 

band filter settings. Stable frame parameters were estimated for each subject and each class on the beta 

and gamma bands. 

  

  
Figure 5: PSD revealed a 1/fα form with upward deviations in the beta and gamma range, α varied from -1 to -3. 
  

Figure 6 shows the mean frame parameter value of each subject. Frequency, velocity and duration are 

clearly distinguishable from frames on the beta or gamma bands. Gradient, diameter and rate values 

overlap for some subjects. In general, stable frames from the beta band have lower carrier frequencies, 

velocities, diameters, rates, and a longer duration than stable frames on the gamma band. The differences 

of stable frame parameters between classes were not obvious.  
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Figure 6: Stable frame parameters on beta (yellow/light) and gamma (red/dark) bands for each class: * class1, o class2 

matched condition, □, class2 non-matched condition. Stable frame parameters for each band are clearly distinguishable, 

but no differences in frame parameters were observed within the classes on the same band. 
 

Feature vectors were extracted as the ―rms‖ values of analytic amplitude on each electrode within the time 

periods where stable frames were detected. Sammon maps were used to visualize the distribution of the 

features (see Fig. 7) and to transform the 35 dimensional feature vectors into a two dimensional feature 

vectors. Comparable maps were obtained from the beta and gamma bands, so only a few maps from the 

beta band are presented here. 

 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 7: Sammon maps allow for the visualization of the feature vectors in two-dimensional space. a) subject c344 b) 

subject co2c347. Top: class1 (red “o”) vs class2 matched condition (blue “*”), bottom: class1 (red “o”) vs class2 non- 

matched condition (black “□”), on beta band. A line was drawn to separate clusters and features positioned on the wrong 

side of the line calculated.  

 

Clusters of vectors were distinctly formed for almost all subjects. A line was drawn in the display plane 

between the clusters on the premise of linear separability, showing that for some subjects the line almost 

separates the classes but not for others. Because of this, a three-layer BP was used for classification as 

well. Figure 8 shows the Correct Classification rate (CC) in percent per subject for a two layer and a three 

layer BP network. 

The correct classification rate of beta and gamma patterns was around 70% using a two-layer BP network 

for almost all subjects and around 80% using a three-layer BP network. The three-layer BP network 

improved the mean classification rate about 5% because for some subjects the clusters were well defined 

and the best boundary region was a line.   

Correct classification rates that were higher than 62.5 % for all subjects show that spatial patterns of beta 

and gamma activity can be extracted from the EEG signal. Differences between subjects can be ascribed 

to subjects' previous experiences, level of attentiveness, and level of expectation prior to the presentation 

of the stimulus (Freeman 2004a; Freeman 2005; Freeman 2006).  
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(a)     (b) 

Figure 8: Classification rate a) class1 and class2 matched condition b) class1 and class2 non-matched condition, at the 

bottom the mean +/- standard error of classification across all subjects. The 3 layer BP network improved the mean 

classification rate  by around 5 percent.  

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

Phase transitions that preceded the emergence of AM and PM modulation patterns were detected using 

the covariance method (Ruiz et al. 2007). The global gradient estimation was used to detect stable frames 

and these stable frames were used as time marker for feature extraction.  

The hyperspace feature vectors were mapped into 2-space in order to display clusters of points that 

represent the differing spatial patterns corresponding to both the single stimulus presentation and the 

double stimuli presentation. The 2-space feature vectors were used for classification of these patterns.  

Similar CC% values were obtained for patterns on the beta and gamma bands. The CC% was higher than 

62.5 % for all subjects (p=0.05 for binary classification), which shows that spatial patterns of beta and 

gamma activity can also be extracted from the EEG signal using this adapted technique.  

This adapted technique can provide the foundation needed to investigate the cerebral dynamics of 

learning. Furthermore, it also allows researchers to take advantage of the cognitive and phenomenological 

awareness of a normal healthy subject and their verbal description of mental states by using a non-

invasive technique to record the brain's electrical activity. 

Previous studies have shown that phase transitions are different according to the temporal band pass 

selected. Future studies of frequency bands and bandwidth carrying levels of meaningful information 

should be done.  
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